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The Batman character, published in comic books for over 50 years by DC Comics, remains
one of Warner Bros. pictures' (owner of DC Comics) greatest financial assets. Since the first
"serious" Batman film broke box-office records in 1989, Warner Bros. has flooded the
market with innumerable Bat-themed products, everything from toothpaste to toys to
animated series. Still, though, many audiences familiar with Batman's history believe that no
live-action adaptation has yet truly captured the essence of the dark and mysterious
character. Batman Begins is meant to chart the origins of this longstanding dark knight, who,
through perseverance and tenacity, has managed to survive a half a century despite numerous
creative upheavals, critically-judged near-queer film and television interpretations, and fan
backlash. It also seems positioned, however, to capitalise on the current near-fetishisation of
major filmic adaptations of comic-book material by Hollywood, and equally their particular
audiences' demands of "authenticity."

Most reviews of Batman Begins arbitrarily place it within the context of the many different
historical variations of the character, and particularly the last four feature film interpretations.
Yet in its creation and approach, the film struggles to break away from the imagined worlds
of the previous films, while simultaneously attempting to " return" to the "true" origins of the
character. Batman Begins, as a film and cultural object, begs the question: who is Batman,
really? The answer is much more complicated than you might think. The focal point of what
some call Warner Bros. current "Year of the Bat" -- the marketing blitz of associated products
and DVDs which will this year accompany the release of the film -- Batman Begins has been
positioned to re-establish the franchise through a new appropriation of existing character
frameworks. But does it work? Begins is a problematic film, not least so because of general
audience confusion over exactly what they believe Batman to be... Batman Begins is intended
as a re-start of the Warner Bros. franchise -- a re-boot, if you will, of existing film continuity
and characterisations. Think of it as if you were re-booting or re-freshing your computer,
deleting all the messy web-links and needless materials, and re-starting only with the basic
programs and files. Many comic book franchises have gone through this kind of
transformation or "re-branding" in the past few decades, both at DC and Marvel (DC's main
competitor), wherein existing character history is, in effect, written away, wit h the intention
of starting from a clean slate. Warner Bros. had a distinct problem on their hands when they
were sorting through various approaches to a new Batman film during the past eight years.
Though the original intention had been to proceed with Batman Triumphant, director Joel
Schumacher's mooted title for the fifth instalment of the 1980s/90s film series, once the
highly camp Batman and Robin (1997) arrived in theatres with general audience and critical
reaction factoring well below expectations, the studio saw the need to re-furbish the
franchise, or rather, "go another way." Various ideas and approaches were attempted, then
aborted, everything from a futuristic concept -- an adaptation of the short-lived 1990s
animated series Batman Beyond -- to a Batman vs. Superman film, in discussions as late as
2002. All the while one approach kept popping up in media reports: a rough and gritty film
interpretation of seminal graphic novel Batman: Year One, which would chart the first year



of orphaned millionaire Bruce Wayne's career as Batman. Director Darren Aronofsky
(Requiem for a Dream, 1999) and Year One and Sin City creator Frank Miller developed the
project for a couple of years, but it reportedly never progressed beyond the spec-script
stage. Talking about these various attempts to reinvigorate the film franchise is problematic
in itself, because in approaching Batman Begins, the filmmaking team strove to detach
themselves from all of these. The filmmakers put forth through numerous press interviews
that Batman's full origin story "had never been told before" in detail, not even in the comics.
The film's director, writer, and actors positioned themselves away from the previous films in
the series, and emphasised that, while they might have "admired" certain aspects of Tim
Burton's first two films, the crew behind Begins felt that they were telling a "different" kind
of story, one that "needed" to be told, and that in fact Begins would have no relation to any
previous film versions of the character. The film's director, Christopher Nolan, had
previously helmed the much talked about Memento (2000), the Al Pacino-fronted thriller
Insomnia (2002, an American remake of a superior Norwegian film) and curious indie
Following (1998). Nolan was without a doubt an interesting choice to take on the Batman
franchise, and he enlisted David Goyer, writer and producer of the Marvel Comics-adapted
Blade films (and co-writer of Dark City) to help him craft the story. Though the pair claim
that there were no real "mandates" from the studio with regards to the Begins' major thematic
layout, other than it being "romantic" and "different," it's easy to see that even the studio
itself realized it had taken the camp too far during the last film, and wanted a movie that
would re-plant the seeds for a new, successful "serious" franchise that would better attract an
emerging, increasingly vocal comic book fan base. But is Batman Begins truly a "separate
entity"? Moreover, how can it ever be? As we see, in Begins, which opens with a flashback to
Bruce Wayne' s childhood – a traumatic moment of falling into a well that leads to a cave full
of bats beneath Wayne Manor -- the film intends itself on the surface to be the "definitive"
and "true" detailing of the dark knight's origins. However, the film's serious and sombre
honesty and intensity and its approach to its characters at times threatens to throw the movie
just over the edge into silliness. The moments focusing one Bruce Wayne's childhood are the
best, and most affecting. Linus Roache, a gifted actor who had a scene-stealing role in last
year's otherwise critically derided The Chronicles of Riddick, here plays Thomas Wayne,
Bruce's father, and in his small moments he manages to be tremendously affecting. As father
rescues son from the well full of bats, his "Why do we fall, Bruce?" becomes one of the
central recurring motifs of the film. The simple but affective answer, "So we can learn to pick
ourselves up again" is touching, if rather trite, when compared to the complex
characterization which the Wayne/Batman figure is known for in the comics. Though Begins
is meant to "re-start" the film franchise, the studio and filmmakers seem wary of completely
abandoning ideas and concepts -- and indeed the memory -- of previous film interpretations.
Despite being an "origin" story, the narrative is structured in such a way as to position Bruce
Wayne as an "exile" returning to Gotham City after a disappearance of many years (the same
concept with which Warner Bros. and director Bryan Singer are approaching the feature film
return of Superman, due in 2006). Numerous references are made thematically and through
dialogue to the previous franchise's established "toys" and ideas. Wayne' s re-emergence in
Gotham is greeted with surprise, but no real shock -- even though his own company has had
Wayne declared "legally dead"; even more strangely, the scene is played like a James Bond
entrance, once more greeting Moneypenny with wry sexual humour in the top offices of MI6.
Alfred picks up Bruce on an airfield somewhere in Asia and delivers a deadpan, "Mr. Wayne,
you've been gone a long time." This clip was used in many of the promotional trailers for the
film, in effect "announcing" that Batman was "returning" to cinema screens. In the first hour
or so of Begins, we are treated to central moments in Bruce Wayne's childhood, including the
death of his parents at gunpoint by a mugger named Joe Chill (no, he does not later become



the Joker). We also witness a defining moment in his college years as he returns to confront
his parents' killer in court, and his years spent in the mountains of Asia losing, and finally,
finding himself with the help of Ra's Al Ghul (an under-utilised Ken Watanabe), Ghul's
"voice piece" Ducard, and their ninja cult group "The League of Shadows". Again, it's the
quietest moments which are the best here, as Ducard educates Wayne on all manner of
meditation, fighting and "fear," how to confront your own, and how to use it against your
enemy. Ducard (given a surprising gravity by Liam Neeson) tells Wayne one night out in the
wilderness that he has "not always lived up here in the mountains", and that he, too, once lost
someone he loved dearly. Here we see the parallels form between Wayne and Ducard, and it
is how we can later understand the the subtle differences between choosing one kind of
vengeance over another. As Bruce Wayne returns to Gotham City, which, since his departure
some seven years ago, has become corrupt "at all levels of government", he sees the need to
"use fear against those who prey on the fearful", and enlists the aid of sidelined Wayne
Enterprises employee Lucious Fox (a lively Morgan Freeman) to school him on various non-
commissioned battle gear that the company had originally developed for use by the military.
These are nice moments, grossly missing from the previous films, which give plausible
explanations on just how a man could utilise his resources to achieve his somewhat uno
rthodox goals. Throughout Bruce's development, his longstanding butler, and surrogate father
figure, Alfred Pennyworth (interpreted with some heart by Michael Caine), guides him on his
path, and helps Bruce channel his need to avenge his parents' death into an attempt to
recapture the lost humanity of his city. Once Wayne dons the "cape and cowl" and becomes
Batman, the film takes on a greater pace, exploring his first successes and failures in the
"Narrows," a downtrodden section of Gotham City which resembles a mix of Hong Kong's
Kowloon district and the gothically-stylised world of The Crow (1994) -- which many fans
have commented was what the original Batman film "should have looked like." In his first
few evenings prowling the town, the Batman encounters Jonathan Crane (Cillian Murphy),
a.k.a. "The Scarecrow", who spends his days as a doctor at Arkham Asylum, and his nights
terrorizing assistant D.A.'s like Rachel Dawes (Katie Holmes). Crane is gives himself his
moniker due to the regular donning of a scarecrow-type mask, which enhances the
hallucinogenic effects on his victims after he sprays them with such "weaponised
hallucinogens" he's developed in tandem with a mysterious third party. Batman soon enlists
the help of rising detective James Gordon (Gary Oldman) in determining the true nature of
the conspiratorial forces facing the city. One of the good strengths of Begins is that the
character of Gordon becomes much more central in Wayne's tumultuous double life; indeed
Gordon, in a touching moment, comforts Wayne immediately following his parents' death. In
Begins, Gordon is the one honest cop in a sea of corruption, and it might have been
interesting simply to see a movie focusing on that character himself, and his Serpico-like
determination to stay on the straight-and-narrow. Oldman plays against type here, as a good,
honest presence. In both Begins and his wonderful mysterious role in last year's Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Oldman has carved out a new career-niche for himself, proving
that he can pull just as much dramatic weight out of a heroic chara cter as an ignoble one.
Though his role is fairly small in Begins, it will likely grow should there be a sequel (in this
sense, Oldman probably saw the future franchise potential). The filmmakers' approach to
Gordon briefly reflects the character's establishment in Batman: Year One. Moments such as
these, though not specifically "accurate" to their comic book origins, somewhat serve to
thicken the film's relationship to its source material. Almost to a fault, the characters in
Begins regularly refer to Batman as " The Batman", in a way they never have in the films
before (although Michelle Pfeiffer's Selina Kyle character did ask the question in 1992's
Batman Returns, muttering: "Wow, The Batman! …Or is it just, Batman... Your choice, of
course.") As Batman continues (maybe that will be the title of the sequel?), Wayne in the



film's third act encounters Ra's Al Ghul again, in a different guise, and the very foundations
of his fa ther's legacy begin to crumble around him, as Wayne desperately searches for a way
to stop Gotham City from imploding. While a few major twists add some layers to what has
come before, Begins nonetheless takes a turn toward the blockbuster sensibility in its finale,
and the characterizations established in its first and second acts are rather flattened by a
desperateness to crash and burn in a spectacular way.

It's the nature of Batman Begins as a cultural and marketable object that is more problematic,
and how that plays into both its content and its relatively cool box office reception. In Begins,
there are clear references to previous Bat-films, whether consciously chosen or not. Though
Christian Bale chooses to adopt a mostly similar gruff, muted tone when he is operating as
Batman, the choice of "voice" is really not all that different from what Michael Keaton
attempted to do throughout most of his two Batman films. There are a few nice scenes where
Bale actually shows some threat, but mostly his performance in costume is as stilted and low-
key as Keaton's -- although unlike Keaton's performance, many of Bale's moments veer close
to spoof within the "realistic" world the filmmakers have established. There's also a serious
lack of charm. While Burton filled his fantasy Bat-universe with dark humour and sadistic
overtones that, if not appealing to everyone, at least reflected the world they had been
established in, Begins' attempts at "grounding" the comic book character simply make more
suspect his motives, appearance and behaviour. The film also lacks a geographical centre
(the shooting was comprised of London studios, Chicago streets and Iceland). You never
quite get a feel for how locations relate to each other. "The Tumbler" (what will later be
known as "The Batmobile") is featured in a stunning police chase throughout the city, yet
despite its adventurous use, its design seems rather mechanistic and "hard-core" for the sake
of being tough and different, rather than being "realistic". Still, many similarities to what has
come before pervade the film. Another familiar element is the Batman costume itself, which
aesthetically really isn't all that different from Val Kilmer's main outfit in Batman Forever
(1995). There are even some rapid "suiting up" shots in Begins that do not do any favours in
reminding us of Schumacher's much different "desirable" take on the character. Thematically
and through dialogue, Bale, like Keaton, has an "I'm Batman" moment, and it's played in a
fairly similar context as the moment in Burton's 1989 film. Also, there's a strange homage to
the 1960s Batman television series in the notes that Bruce Wayne must press on an old piano
to enter the elevator down to his real "bat cave."

Moments like these, layered with a score by James Newton-Howard and Hans Zimmer which
ever so tastefully conveys Batman's heart and soul, but also his campness, are fairly regular in
Begins, despite the filmmakers' claims that this movie was meant to start completely anew.
There are an equal number of scenes in the film which feel either silly, or rather cold, as if
telling the story in this visual mood and manner was more important than actually conveying
it in a dramatically coherent way. Oddly enough, the film's score is one of its surest
emotional through lines. In the continuous percussionary trumpets in the main musical
themes of the film, we feel Batman/Wayne's relentless need to restore both his city and his
own destiny. It's some stirring scoring that very rarely goes over-the-top or underneath the
radar; it's rather like the character himself -- always hovering there, even though you may not
notice him (The sound-mixing itself, however, is slightly less impressive – I've seen the
movie twice and I still have trouble deciphering every piece of dialogue in certain loud
sequences).

There is considerable difficulty in re-introducing a franchise character into features, after
eight years away and considerable success in other media outlets. Some members of the



general public have come out of Begins thinking that the conclusion of the narrative, with its
teasing reference to the emergence of a popular villain, leads seamlessly into Burton's 89
Batman. Still other press write-ups have claimed that this film is a "prequel." What is the
answer? Batman Begins is really all of these and none of these at the same time. Warner
Bros. marketing failures are negligible, if any, for how else could the studio have sold the
film to the public? Minimalist poster designs featuring iconic images of Batman seemed the
best way to convey a film that purportedly centred on its character's origins. Including
phrases such as "every story has a beginning" would have probably served to further confuse
audiences into thinking that Begins directly connects itself to the previous entries.
Interestingly, numerous publications (and some friends and colleagues of mine) have
mistakenly, in shorthand, called Batman Begins by another name -- that of Burton's second
film, Batman Returns. This is proof that the general public retains tangible memories of the
1990s franchise (whether good or bad), and also that they see this film as a "return" to the
same franchise, no matter what is intended. The slightly underwhelming initial box-office
takings also seem to show that audiences are justifiably wary of yet another film, and another
actor -- especially a commercially unknown one -- taking on the mantle of the Bat. Finally,
there are some tricky moral ambiguities present in the Begins' narrative. When Bruce is asked
by Ducard and Ra's Al Ghul to kill a local criminal as a final test of his abilities in the League
of Shadows, he refuses and escapes by setting the dojo on fire and literally fighting his way
out. Interestingly, he chooses to save Ducard (Neeson) rather than the petty criminal whose
life he has just refused to take, and is blown out of the burning building as the audience
assumes everyone else inside has bitten the dust. Later, in a climactic moment, Batman tells
an enemy, "I won't kill you, but I don't have to save you." One of the central ideals of what
makes Batman different from any other vigilante is that he does not kill. Begins' ambiguities
in these areas, as well as a violent car chase in which Batman's Tumbler topples numerous
police cars in an effort to escape capture and save the life of one person precious to him,
further shade the moralities of the central character. However, the film's final moments
introduce one of the most intriguing and smart elements of Begins. There are a series of
developments in the final act that help establish a "heightened reality", with the idea that the
emergence of Batman as a mysterious "creature of the night," un-beholden to police
jurisdiction, could actually attract and cause the development of multiple types of disturbed
and psychotic individuals in Gotham. In Gordon's talk with Batman in the final minutes of
the movie, upon the police department rooftop where he has intuitively just fashioned a way
to shine a "Bat-signal" out of a spotlight, Gordon alludes to this idea of "escalation," and the
danger that if "you wear kevlar, they buy armour-piercing bullets." At once threatening and
exciting, this is the moment where we realize that Batman's very beginning may cause more
problems for his defence of Gotham than even he realizes. It establishes a world where the
stranger and more disturbing of Batman's nemeses can conceivably introduce themselves.
Batman Begins had stellar reviews in most territories, but achieved less-than stellar results on
its opening weekend (than analysts predicted). The fact that its U.S. three-day weekend total
was out grossed by the much more critically questionableMr. & Mrs. Smith one week earlier
has not gone unnoticed in industry and fan circles. There is a massive box-office slump in the
United States this year, likely due to a combination of factors: an increase in legal and illegal
downloading of films from the internet, families "preferring" to stay home and enjoy DVDs
according to surveys, and audience apathy at the apparent "quality" of major Hollywood
films. This surely seems accurate evidence on the surface, but with other summer entries such
as Madagascar and War of the Worlds already on track to far out-gross Begins, is it possible
that the franchise was revived a bit too soon for most audiences?



Though Batman Begins is strong and confident in approach, and appealingly true to the
history of its source material in many ways, it is just as unfaithful in numerous others. In fact,
I'd argue that Begins actually has just as much of a confusing relationship to its source
material as any of the other films (it surely has just as many punny one-liners, if not more).
Most long-time Batman fans seem to love Begins, but will anyone else care about this hybrid
opus a decade or two in the future? Will its drama and conceits last, or will its luster fade,
like Schumacher's films, and moments of Burton's first two chapters, into the pop-cultural
myst?



3-Iron
Dir: Kim Ki-Duk, South Korea/Japan, 2004

A review by Jia Jun

"It is hard to tell that the world we live in is either a reality or a dream."

This inter-title, screened before the closing credits of Kim Ki-Duk's "3-Iron" ("Bin Jip"),
conveys a message of confusion between the sensually apprehended world and the
subconscious world. In psychoanalytic terms, this would reinforce affirmatively what
Sigmund Freud calls the division set up between the super-ego (control mechanisms instilled
within the mind to regulate sexual pleasures and their potentially anarchic force), the id (the
subconscious sexual drives hidden within the mind), and the ego (the conscious world set up
as a means to reconcile the anxieties and tensions inherent in interactions between the super-
ego and the id). Within "3-Iron," the film's attempt to disturb the balance between these states
of conscious and subconscious is however achieved not just as some Freudian experiment
towards sexual fulfillment, but also as an emotional and meta-dramatic meditation on the
spaces we inhabit and collision of these spaces between ourselves and other beings.

The house (or home) metaphor used throughout the whole film is a powerful motif which
suffuses the film with its sense of identity politics. If the house is where one makes one's
abode regardless of its temporary or permanent status, the characters-actors' ease (or
uneasiness) of movement within the house shows their degree of possession of personal
space. Quoting directly from Kim Ki-Duk's introductory comments on the film in the
catalogue of the 2004 Toronto International Film Festival, "All of us are empty houses,
waiting anxiously for somebody to unlock and liberate us…." Tae-Suk, enacted by Jae-Hee, a
young handsome Lee Byeong Heon look-alike (the latter who has gained a large fan base
both in and outside his homeland of South Korea), is the drifter who distributes leaflets by
attaching them to every house's door ledge, and he always breaks into homes which are
empty and temporarily unoccupied. Yet, Tae-Suk does not steal from the homes like any
typical run-of-the mill burglar. In a bizarre, parasitic manner, he lives off the food resources
and physical amenities provided by the homes, yet leaves them in a better state than when he
first broke in, repairing damaged appliances and washing dirtied clothing thrown around by
its owners. Drifting in and out of various homes, from large spacious terraced mansions,
through condominium style single-bedroom apartments, and traditional Korean style tile-
roofed houses, to run-down and squalid flat apartments, he leaves no stone unturned in
transforming the homes for the better. As the only plausible source of ‘movable' space in the
film, due to his homelessness, his illegal intrusion and trespassing upon private property
forms part of Kim's bold statement about the imminent collapse of clearly demarcated
emotional-spatial boundaries within the film itself.

The silence between these two protagonists, Tae-Suk and Sun-Hwa, the battered housewife
forced by her possessive husband into the confines of the home, throughout the film
paradoxically speaks volumes about the breaching of emotional spaces which constitutes the
experience of falling in love. If falling in love is a meeting of two individuals' personal



spaces, this is achieved in the film via the fixing of the human subject's voyeuristic gaze upon
its object of interest. This collision of personal-psychological spaces in love is however not
sugar-coated as in Hollywood-type romances, but highlights the more troubling aspects of
sexual possession and desire, thus revealing that falling in love is an intrusion into another's
personal space often without direct permission. Kim Ki-Duk uses the camera editing to tell
the story adeptly, where the camera intercuts between shots of Tae-Suk making himself at
home in Sun-Hwa's house, and shots of Sun-Hwa looking upon him silently without prior
knowledge. These parallel worlds collide in the protagonists' shocking mutual discovery of
each other as unspoken ‘ghostly' presences lurking in their everyday lives. Tae-Suk takes a
picture of himself in front of Sun-Hwa's nude portrait with a digital camera, while Sun-Hwa
lurks silently in a corner. Sun-Hwa looks through the transparent sliding door as Tae-Suk
washes her dirty clothes and shoes and dries them outside in the backyard, and also while he
plays golf on the verandah, unaware of her presence. The sudden and critical moment of
collision between their individual spaces occur when Sun-Hwa opens her bedroom door,
stumbling upon Tae-Suk masturbating (with his hands under the bedsheet) in her bedroom
while he looks upon a photo collection of naked women which has Sun-Hwa as one of its
models. He simultaneously overhears an incoming call from Sun-Hwa's abusive husband
over the phone's voicemail system as she leaves the room, which threatens that Sun-Hwa
pick up the phone and stop feigning absence just because she received a beating in the day. It
is amidst these moments of mutual embarrassment that the film reminds us the experience of
becoming transparent to others in falling in love is commensurate with its own brash
intrusions into the space of others.

In addition, it is where the film dwells on the collision between these spaces which humans
inhabit that the psychological paradigms of sameness and difference are explored by Kim's
film. Avant-garde in imagery and bold in aesthetic appeal, "3-Iron" attempts to define those
‘shadowy' presences which we live beside, those personalities we seek to mimic and inhabit
as alternative selves. This is consequently also a facet of the film's psychological exploration
of the experience of falling in love. The initial encounters between Tae-Suk and Sun-Hwa in
Sun-Hwa's mansion-house consists of a series of mimicry, where each tries mirroring the
other. Tae-Suk weighs himself on the weighing scale that he repairs; Sun-Hwa then follows
Tae-Suk surreptitiously and weighs herself to verify the scale's accuracy after he walks away
from it, without him knowing she is around. Tae-Suk throws a golf ball onto the floor to Sun-
Hwa's side, unseen to her (although she is aware of his presence), and she throws back the
golf ball as a recognition of his ‘presence', which again gets thrown back in a series of
rebounds to and fro.

This shadowing effect which Kim makes as part of his statement on parallel worlds
collapsing together is best illustrated in the jail-room sequences of the film, after Tae-Suk is
imprisoned for breaking into houses illegally and alleged police assault. In a series of
pantomime actions reminiscent of Stanislavski's school of Method acting, Tae-Suk
tenaciously clings onto the surface of the cel l's walls like a lizard, spreads his arms like a
bird flapping his wings to explore the human shadow's movements, and also, monitors the
human eye's movement via inscribing an eye on his right palm and placing it in front of him.
This mode of physical theater as exercised by Tae-Suk symbolizes his mastery of physical
space, tantamount to the ‘presence' of a ghost (felt but unseen), and is applied by Tae-Suk to
his agendas of personal revenge and reliving his thwarted love relationship with Sun-
hwa upon his release from jail. Through a sustained series of panning camera movements
and moving handheld camera-type images, we thus ‘see' a roving eye witnessing the various
on-goings within the various apartments and houses that Tae-Suk and Sun-Hwa had broken



into together, of couples quarrelling and couples cavorting in intimate caresses and kisses.
Undiscovered by these couples, we only know via the suggestive power of these panning
movements that Tae-Suk has made his presence felt as a revenant, a ghostly come-back. As
the revenant, Tae-Suk's triumph over his enemies, especially Sun-Hwa's husband, is complete
where he inhabits the space they inhabit: Tae-Suk picks food from the same bowl of
vegetables and meat as Sun-Hwa's husband for breakfast while lurking behind him; Sun-
Hwa's husband hugs Sun-Hwa but Sun-Hwa kisses Tae-Suk who lurks behind her husband's
back.

As auteur-based cinema, "3-Iron" is therefore one of Kim Ki-Duk's bold forays into the
dimensions of human psychology, namely the physical-emotional spaces humans occupy, and
which others seek to break into or possess. The cinematic vision that "3-Iron" presents is
charged with tensions surrounding the ethical reminder that one' s space is really opened up
to others' through implied acts like voyeurism, intrusion of privacy and even illegitimate
possession. However, the film's denouement suggests an interesting and ambivalent response
to this problem: there really is no telling whether this form of break-in into others' spaces is
right or wrong, as every one of us yearns to experience a merging of our individual space
with another's. While the exotic sounds of Turkish-sounding music resonate loudly,
specifically that which Tae-Suk plays from the compact disc whenever he breaks into homes,
Tae-Suk' s shadow has seemingly disappeared and merged with Sun-Hwa's as she spreads out
her arms like soaring wings. The closing image shows Tae-Suk and Sun-Hwa's feet on the
weighing scale, with the scale pointing to Sun Hwa's weight measurement. These sequences
suggesting Tae-Suk's weightlessness and virtual ‘invisibility' of shadow point inescapably to
an innate desire for a process of at-one-ment (becoming one) between two different
individuals -- a desire to fall in love and to become ‘weightless' (in the metaphorical-
philosophical sense).



War of the Worlds
Dir: Steven Spielberg, USA, 2005

A review by Ian London

Ambiguous and reassuring, sparse on subversive attitude but full of the usual wide-eyed kids
who continue to disregard Indiana Jones's 1980s message to Americans everywhere to "keep
your eyes shut," Steven Spielberg's War of the Worlds (sans The, for contractual reasons) taps
into the present-day zeitgeist of a despairing and hopefully defensive America post-9/11.
Slotting nicely into the director's streamlined post-millennial s-f set of A.I: Artificial
Intelligence (2001) and Minority Report (2002), his equally just-standard War of the Worlds
could well be described as something of a Hitchcockian slasher-monster hybrid, a further
contemporary variation on the alien-as-enemy films that were popular in the 1950s and
1960s, but with the more recent, oblique spectre of the World Trade Centre attacks hanging
palpably over proceedings. The filmmaker has confirmed just as much in pre-release
interviews, saying "this movie shows something we've never experienced in this country: the
American refugee experience." Perhaps unsurprisingly, it leaves connections between the
progressive civilising influence of the US and the new invading imperialist force that rises
from the country's own figurative basement, strictly to the imagination, though a semi-
satirical critique of the Bush II administration is detectable in the conspicuous absence of
government.

Spielberg has acknowledged (indirectly) only once in the aftermath the scars inflicted on the
American psyche from 11 September in his 2004 film The Terminal (the film is set
exclusively in New York's JFK airport), so it is pertinent that he in some way finally "look"
here at the unpalatable. The result is sometimes clumsy, but never oppressive. Political
concerns related to America's role as an imperialist power are made manifest through the
numerous patriotic national flags that litter Cruise's neighbourhood, and perhaps more
alarmingly through the little girl's instinctive rationalisation as she escapes with her father
that the unworldly havoc erupting all around them could well be the work of terrorists.
Spielberg also incorporates some changes in dramatic form and focus. The opening salvo of
rupturing sidewalks, combusting windows and cars somersaulting violently through the air
satisfies the multiplex audience's appetite for spectacular annihilation well enough, but
Spielberg is mindful to underpin these visions of disaster with an adequate sense that he is
representing tragic events in human history. If it is no longer the sight of a hundred-foot tall,
monochrome tripod that makes us sick to the stomach, then it is, perhaps, the cinematic
allusion to the unceremonious and impartial taking of so many human lives by other forces
that occurred on 9/11. Cruise' s frantic escape from the opening attack is anything but
procedural in the typical mainstream film-style of say an Armageddon (1998) or The Day
After Tomorrow (2004). Human beings everywhere are snuffed out of existence without
discrimination; in addition, heartfelt handwritten notices calling for news on missing loved
ones recalls vividly the lived experiences of those thousands of relatives who sought to make
sense of the hideous events they became a part of. Elsewhere, the heavy-handed approach
continues. The film's reticence to stare point-blank at an airliner crash in the traditionalist
mode of the disaster genre, results somewhat surprisingly in a basement scene of sheer
primordial terror, and an almost silent and touching aftermath of brutal ground-level



investigation. Given that Spielberg and Koepp's big-budget adaptation has modified so much
of HG Wells's 1898 novel, it is a pleasure to find elements from such sobering chapters as
Under Foot and What We Saw From The Ruined House reworked and reconceived with such
precision.

Whilst this transparent approach would seem to confirm, again, a shift to a new and more
'serious' Spielberg, the screenplay, produced by David Koepp (Mission Impossible, Jurassic
Park: The Lost World, Spider-Man) and Josh Friedman (whose previous credits include to
date script consultant roles for Sahara and The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy) is
unsurprisingly anchored around the auteur's recurring string of tireless pet themes: the dual
victimisation and nurturing of the child-victim; separation from the good mother; the
painstaking restoration of the father to a position of parental authority. But despite the dull
familiarity of the same faithful elements, there is clearly an honest and spontaneous logic
underpinning the Ferrier family's move out of town and into the country. Cruise's gravitation
with his incommunicable children towards Boston, and the vacation home of his ex-wife
(Miranda Otto), once the invaders have risen is both impulsive and clearly feasible, in spite of
his son's protestations. And though obviously rooted in some kind of truth, Justin Chatwin's
hot-headed criticism that Dad simply wants to offload the kids onto Mom is a meagre point of
argument, showing that the heart of the scene is fundamentally about making manifest a
deep-seated resentment of the inconvenient father reluctant to assume the proper role of the
paterfamilias.

While Spielberg's ongoing concern with parenting appears sincere, the film 's illogical
emotional uplift and bloodless bodysnatching scenes give more cause for concern. His set-
pieces are tailored principally to accommodate the standards of the retail market, so that
crucially family values are maintained and potentially offensive, realistic combat scenes are
deprived of vigour. Consequently, his film is built around an episodic script intended to
reproduce the awe-inspired 'wow!' factor of Independence Day (1997), or more to the point,
his own wonderful Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977/1980). The result is a mixed
bag of successful set-pieces and moments of routine action-spectacle deflated by at times
frightening, at times ordinary imagery conceived largely for a 12A audience. The famous
tableau of the creeping 'red weed' is one such failure: less the embodiment of an unnerving
idea (the alien's terraforming project) and more an incongruous requirement, the scene lacks
the dramatic panache of a fantasy landscape to successfully inspire dread. There is similarly
precious little to excite the adrenaline about the ILM-produced invading forces. Whereas
Spielberg has given a sense before in his films of the sheer terrifying ordeal of industrialised,
mechanised mass slaughter (one immediately recalls, amongst others, the prolonged stomach-
churning entrance of the German tanks in the finale of Saving Private Ryan), persecution and
intimidation here amounts to slithering, writhing tentacles and teen-friendly death by
rayguns, shot down from upon high. Such is the dramatic ineffectivity of the menacing tripod
horde that one barely bats an eyelid when Cruise and a group of captives, brimming with
patriotic comradeship, bring down one of the mechanical beasts with a clutch of hand
grenades.

Perhaps because of its high status presentation, War of the Worlds crams in too much action
at the expense of gripping explanation: the newly revised, shotgun-wielding Ogilvy (played
by Tim Robbins) racks up an atmosphere of pitiless desperation in a compacted amount of
screen-time, inevitably becoming more of a hindrance than a saviour to Cruise who, in a bid
to ensure the survival of his daughter, gains final maturity by mercifully killing off the man
that gave them shelter. Koepp and Friedman also blank out all questions regarding the aliens'



origins, their colonialist motive and just what sparked this whole war to begin with, possibly
to give the director the free reign to gnash his teeth into his beloved 'Terrify the Children!'
business without having or requiring much qualification. Exposition duties are hence given
over to Morgan Freeman, whose frame-setting preface and epilogue (replete with illustrative
models) play like the worst form of child-oriented, computer-driven infotainment, but which
terminally fails to justify the eminent superiority of the title: to what, for instance, does the '
war of the worlds' refer, here?

There is genuine melancholy in this straightforward picture, but without adequately conjuring
Wells's horror at the very real prospect of extinction, or investigating the underlying themes
of 'good' American colonialist endeavour, the Spielberg oeuvre is pushed here too far. Cruise
and the charming Dakota Fanning (who grows less appealing the more thirtysomething she
becomes) do the best they can with what they are given, but as the year's much-touted
'saviour' event movie – which many studio executives hoped would revivify a still under-
performing American box-office – it's a far distant cousin to the likes of E.T: The
Extraterrestrial and Close Encounters.
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Kinsey
Dir: Bill Condon, USA/Germany, 2004
Secret History: Kinsey's Paedophiles

Secret History: Kinsey's Paedophiles

Dir. Tim Tate, UK, 1998

A review by Jonathan A. Cullum, Auburn University,
Alabama, USA

Alfred Kinsey was a man who collected hundreds of thousands of gall wasps in an effort to
understand them better, so it is only fitting that I should find myself sifting through hundreds
of details from two films about the famous scientist, in an effort to make sense of two
divergent representations of Kinsey himself. Even before Bill Condon's biopic about the sex
researcher had been completed, an outcry against it had arisen from some who argued that its
subject was unworthy of the glamorization such a production would likely entail. Condon
defended his endeavor to the press, conceding only that he "thought it was important to
present [Kinsey] the way he was -- flawed but sympathetic" (qtd. in Weiner, 2004: 12).

But how even-handed is Bill Condon's Kinsey in its goal of depicting its subject's flaws while
evoking our sympathy for him? Film critic Roger Ebert has said on occasion that the best
way to rebut a film's arguments is to make another film. (A pointed example: Fahrenheit
9/11 [2004] emerges, and then Michael Moore Hates America [2004] comes along to counter
it.) Indeed another, though lesser known, movie on Kinsey was made, albeit six years prior
to Condon's. The one-hour documentary Kinsey's Paedophiles aired on British Yorkshire
Television's Channel Four in October 1998, as part of the investigative series Secret History
. While it bears some technical similarities to Condon's theatrical film, its differences are
striking and also warrant serious discussion here. Granted, binary opposition as an analytical
construct seems to have fallen out of favor, but one can only hope that the "red state/blue
state" mentality of recent American political discourse will lend such analysis a momentary
reprieve. (The subject of a post-election cultural divide in America underpins one discussion
of the film with Bill Condon in Entertainment Weekly [Ascher-Walsh, 2004: 20].)

British though it may be, Kinsey's Paedophiles might play quite well in one of those
American "red states" -- or at least with those voters who made the states red on the political
map. The views it puts forth are clearly conservative. Condon's film, in contrast, gives us the
liberal, "blue state" version of Dr. Kinsey -- the martyr, the hero, the troubled victim, working
tirelessly to promote tolerance. The documentary shows us a man full of sexual secrets,
anger, and a clear agenda to subvert the morality that he found so oppressive as a young
man. Biographers and colleagues are brought forth to provide damning evidence,
intentionally and unintentionally. (The creepiest moment in either film, and the most



condemning toward Kinsey, is the diatribe of Kinsey cameraman and supporter Clarence
Tripp against those who find the sexual abuse of children objectionable: "Child molestation -
- what is that?! -- nobody knows ... You're gonna put fondling and death attacks in the same
group?")

The strongest objections raised against Kinsey hinge on his views of adult-child sexual
relations, and his own colleagues and advocates seem to damage his credibility on this issue
more than bolster it. This is also the issue which has least often been addressed in press
coverage of the controversy surrounding Condon's movie. Most of the coverage has painted
critics of Kinsey -- the film and the man -- as reactionaries opposed on principle to any public
discussion of sex, but the real substance of these objections is barely addressed in the popular
press. As Tate's film correctly observes, through passages read from Kinsey's own published
works, the scientist advocated for sexual activity between children and adults:

"The adult contacts are a source of pleasure to some children and sometimes
may arouse the child erotically and bring it to orgasm. It is difficult to
understand why a child, except for its cultural conditioning, should be
disturbed at having its genitalia touched."

And later in the film:

"Without help from more experienced persons, many preadolescents take a
good many years to discover masturbatory techniques that are sexually
effective. It is probable that half or more of the boys in an uninhibited society
could reach climax by the time they were three or four years of age."

Condon's movie addresses the issue of pedophilia in two brief scenes. In the first, an array of
talking heads emerges from a map of the United States -- a visual shorthand for the broad
sample of Americans Kinsey supposedly interviewed for his sex research (although the
writings of Dr. Judith Reisman, a Kinsey detractor featured in Tate's film, suggest the real
sample was far from being representative of the U.S. population; see her Kinsey, Sex and
Fraud [1990] and Kinsey: Crimes and Consequences [1998]). One of the talking heads
identifies himself as a man who was arrested for having sex with a minor, but he indicates
that he didn't know his actions were wrong. More prominent is a scene involving a U.S.
government employee known as Kenneth Braun (William Sadler) (referred to in Tate's film
as Mr. Green and by his alleged real name). Kinsey (Liam Neeson) and colleague Wardell
Pomeroy (a miscast Chris O'Donnell) interview Braun, who proceeds to masturbate in their
presence and recount his hundreds of sexual encounters -- including many with children -- all
carefully written down in scientific detail in a big, leatherbound diary. When the topic of sex
with children comes up, Pomeroy walks out of the room in disgust (not a reaction his
offscreen counterpart likely would have had; according to Reisman and co-authors [in
Reisman and Eichel, 1990: 45, 73], the real Pomeroy supported both childhood bestiality and
adult-child intercourse, objecting only to the guilt that might be associated with
them). Kinsey seems to hold his tongue but finally tells Braun that no one should have to do
anything against his or her will or be hurt. Braun deems Kinsey "more square" than he had
expected. The scene, as written by Condon, gives Kinsey an air of respectability on the issue,
but Tate's film offers evidence that Kinsey would not have made this type of judgment, least
of all to the face of an interview subject. According to Kinsey biographer James Jones in
Kinsey's Paedophiles, "Kinsey worshipped data. Anyone who could contribute to his
aggregate data had a very high place in his… pantheon of… heroes." Reading from what



sounds like a letter from Kinsey to Mr. Green/Braun (but which is negligently unattributed in
Tate's film) an actor intones, "I congratulate you on the research spirit which has led you to
collect data over these many years. Everything that you've accumulated must find its way
into scientific channels." Tate also offers the blatant admission of Kinsey colleague Paul
Gebhard that Kinsey's mentor, Dr. Robert Dickinson, gave Mr. Green instruction in

"how to measure things and time things … Dickinson couldn't have stopped
him from being a paedophile… [Gebhard laughs and grins at this point.] But
he said, ‘at least you ought to, eh, you know, do something scientific about it
so there'll be -- it won't be just your jollies, it'll be something worthwhile to
science.' So he gave him some training by, uh, letter and correspondence."

As Tate's narrator explains it, "Green's diaries were a highly incriminating record of twenty
years of sexual abuse. But Kinsey was tantalized by the prospect of so much unique data."

Did Kinsey find the prolific child molester, Mr. Green/Braun, repulsive, as Condon's film
suggests? Or did he view him as a hero of sorts, as Tate's implies? A comparison of the two
movies yields only a schizophrenic portrait of their shared subject. Condon uses every
writer's flourish he can conjure to evoke his audience's sympathy for Alfred Kinsey, and Tate
employs specifically cinematic techniques to buttress his depiction of Kinsey as a man who
not only overlooked, but encouraged, the sexual abuse of children. A biopic, of course,
cannot cover every aspect of its subject's life, and some creative license is to be
expected. Even documentaries make use of editing, reconstructions, framing, sound effects,
and other techniques to construct certain arguments. But how much omission or alteration is
allowable? Do the filmmakers' techniques obfuscate or enlighten? In the case of these two
movies about this prominent figure, one must try to answer these questions, because the films
present such starkly differing portrayals of their subject that both cannot possibly be telling us
the full truth.

First, it is worth noting that music is important to shaping the general tone of each
film. Carter Burwell's lush and evocative piano-inflected score in Kinsey serves to elicit our
emotional attachment to the title character at various stages throughout his life, culminating
in near-martyrdom and self-destruction, as Kinsey collapses (literally, in one scene) under the
pressures to fulfill his research goals and maintain his funding. Similar to the musical themes
of other period dramas, Burwell's work seems designed to bring out the humanity in a
controversial figure. The music composed by Adrian Burch and David Whitaker for Kinsey's
Paedophiles, however, sets an ominous mood as its sustained chords of doom are coupled
with visuals intended for the same effect. The initial image of Mr. Green, for instance, is
preceded by menacing footage of a scraggly, barren tree and a bird of prey circling in the sky,
all complemented by a swell of foreboding music on the soundtrack. The visual and musical
cues in Tate's film ultimately seem unnecessary, though, given the weight of the material he
presents from his interview subjects and Kinsey's own writings.

Another technique Tate uses, but probably could have made his point without, is the
categorization of his interview subjects through selective framing. Specifically, those
subjects who support Kinsey (Gebhard, Tripp, and Kinsey Institute director Dr. John
Bancroft) are shot from the left side of the off-camera interviewer, so that they face the right
of the frame. Those who offer negative comments about Kinsey (Reisman, Jones, and former
Kinsey colleague Vincent Nowlis) are shot from the other side and face left (in other words,
the conservative subjects appear to be coming from "the right", and vice-versa for their



opponents). The net effect, as positive and negative comments are juxtaposed, is that a visual
face-off is created among subjects who were obviously interviewed at different times and
places. But one subject, Esther White, enters the film, about two-thirds of the way in, facing
the camera head-on from the dead-center of frame, in a grand, symmetrical shot that Stanley
Kubrick might have admired. She is one of the victims of the sexual abuse that contributed to
Kinsey's data, we are told, and we first encounter her in a wide shot on the campus of Indiana
University, home of the Kinsey Institute. As White walks under a large, white archway, we
see that her hair and suit are also white, strengthening her visual code as an innocent
victim. During subsequent interview footage, she is framed more-or-less symmetrically,
centered, a sure voice of unslanted truth, the framing seems to imply.

Condon likewise employs certain shorthand in his film, to evoke a positive image of Kinsey
and a negative one of Kinsey's detractors. Of particular interest are his depictions of Kinsey's
father, Alfred Seguine Kinsey (John Lithgow), and of Thurman Rice (Tim Curry), a fellow
professor at Indiana University. Both films are in agreement that Kinsey had a strained
relationship with his devoutly religious father; but the elder Alfred Kinsey is only given
screen time in Condon's movie, where he comes across first as an overbearing, tyrannical
caricature (he denounces the zipper as an invitation to sin), and later as a damaged victim of
sexual repression. The intertextual significance of the casting for this film should not be
overlooked, given that Lithgow portrays essentially the same character in Footloose (1984)
and that Curry's most notable role is, perhaps, that of the "sweet transvestite" Dr. Frank-N-
Furter in The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975). (Even Dylan Baker, who plays the
pedophile in Todd Solondz's Happiness [1998] shows up here to hand out grant money to
Kinsey.) Curry is afforded in the role of Thurman Rice, a polar opposite of his Rocky Horror
character, the chance to embody the sexual repression that Drs. Kinsey and Frank-N-Furter
stand against. As a professor who takes an abstinence-based approach to sexual education in
his health courses, Rice is set in opposition to Kinsey, and Condon takes the cheap shot of
making him a racist, so as to conflate the two perceived character flaws. As if to add insult to
injury, Condon also has Rice's students mock him over a dialogue about falling asleep by
counting all of the Johns he knows. (A student asks him whether he also counts Peters and
Dicks.) We as viewers are left with little choice -- we can side with Kinsey or with a man
who announces to his students that blacks have trouble controlling their sexual urges.

The joke at Rice's expense highlights Condon's willingness to use humor to take the sting out
of potentially taboo subject matter. Elsewhere in the film, during a sequence of sexual
history interviews, we are offered an attempt at humor involving bestiality, as a man of
Italian heritage tells Pomeroy of his experiences with "whores". Thinking the man has said
"horse", Pomeroy begins to question him about his bestiality. In amazement, the interview
subject declares Pomeroy a genius for deducing that he once had sexual relations with a
pony. The only humor in Kinsey's Paedophiles, though, comes briefly in the form of
comments made by Kinsey colleagues Paul Gebhard and Clarence Tripp, whose words and
demeanors often sit in stark contrast to everything around them in the film. Gebhard, his
nuances portrayed convincingly by Timothy Hutton in Condon's film, has the creepy habit of
smiling and chuckling regardless of the subject matter he's discussing, and this serves him
none too well when set against the interview footage of Esther White, abuse victim, who
breaks down and cries during one painful recollection. Tripp, who is seen briefly in Kinsey
but has no dialogue, has plenty to say in Tate's movie, and very little of it does anything other
than hurt Kinsey's credibility and validate some of the concerns of his detractors.



If the two films are held up against each other for comparison, both can be accused of
shaping reality to strengthen a particular view of Alfred Kinsey, to one extent or another. But
the Tate film, Kinsey 's Paedophiles, does a better job of pinning him down. Though Liam
Neeson brings considerable skill and arc to his titular performance, no stronger or more
compelling character emerges in either film than Esther White, the woman who is convinced
that her father reported his abuse of her in scientific detail to Alfred Kinsey, but to whom the
Kinsey Institute will release no information. In one final bit of cinematic drama -- one that
feels justified, this time -- Tate concludes his documentary by having White walk up the front
steps of the building where the Kinsey Institute is housed. "They used me, and they used
those children," her voiceover explains. "And that's a terrible way to feel -- to feel that
you've been used. For a lie." In a crane shot that speaks volumes without any dialogue,
Tate's camera pulls slowly back from White, out and up, farther and farther away, until
Esther White is nothing more than a speck of white outside a very large, impenetrable
building, forever shut out from the answers she seeks.
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Madagascar
Dir: USA 2005, USA, 2005

A review by Jo Eadie, The Open University in the East
Midlands (Nottingham)

The latest CGI feature from DreamWorks, Madagascar follows the familiar formula of a set
of fast-talking big-name leads (David Schwimmer, Ben Stiller), pitched somewhere between
soap and slapstick, stopping for brief spectacles designed to showcase the abilities of the
computer animation to render either detail (a forest clearing full of dancing lemurs) or
technically innovative accomplishment (the animals trapped in crates floating in the ocean).
In response to some of the criticisms of the soulless hyperreality of computer animation, the
film pushes for a more quirky visual style - without ever quite daring to take this as far as is
really needed. For CGI remains an awkward aesthetic medium - since its practitioners rate its
success primarily in terms of verisimiltude (the great achievements of plausible fur in
Monsters Inc. and human hair in The Incredibles), it's hard to see the point of creating
'cartoons' with it, a genre whose great achievements are their jumps into glorious stylistic
eccentricity. Of course, even before CGI, recent cartoon features have been hamstrung by this
unwillingness to be as adventurous as their shorter counterparts - with only Gerald Scarfe's
contribution to Disney's Hercules (1997) coming to mind as a feature-length cartoon with any
discernible visual style. But with computer animation pushing for ever greater realism of
effect, the medium is in something of an impasse - becoming less and less good at something
it used to do well (visual comedy), and better and better at something that is not terribly
interesting (convincingly drawn water). And the attempt to compensate for the lack of visual
comedy by substituting 'human' drama seems a bizarre solution which satisfies nobody:
children aren't that interested in 'backstory' (I think of a bewildered five year old acquaintance
of mine trying to explain Willy Wonka's relationship with his father, pointlessly shoehorned
into Tim Burton's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory) and adults were probably going for a
break from the last worthy oscar-chasing performance that they sat through. After all (and
here's an odd comparison) if adults can watch Royston Tan's Fifteen, or Oliver Stone's
Natural Born Killers, it seems strange that children are assumed not to be able to take fast
cuts and fast jokes for any longer than an episode of The Simpsons.

Madagascar makes some noble attempts to reverse this. In its story of a set of animals
expelled from the New York zoo and ending up on Madagascar, the contortions of Melman
the hypochondriac giraffe are reminiscent of some of the physical torments of Wile E Coyote.
But as ever, the principals (Alex the lion voiced by Ben Stiller and Marty the zebra voiced by
Chris Rock) become less and less interesting as they try to be 'dramatic leads' rather than
vehicles for visual comedy - a surely ill-fated attempt to open up a middle-ground between
Daffy Duck and Dustin Hoffman. Glorious cameos from two monkeys, an deliriously cute
wide-eyed lemur afraid of being eaten (shot from the fantasically impossible camera-position
from within the lion's mouth), and a batch of psychotic penguins, are the highlights of the
film - and only seem to underline how cartoons are most successful when least like dramatic
features.



But the film's greatest move is an extraordinary subversive ending which seems to have learnt
a key lesson from the great masterpieces: audiences don't mind what you do to cartoon
characters. One of the problems with cartoon features, as opposed to shorter pieces, is their
narrative design along the lines of any other Hollywood feelgood cinema: a happy ending for
the heroes, hugs and lessons all round. But here, as the protagonists board the ship for a
triumphant return journey to New York we see the penguin crew talking amongst themselves:
"Shall we tell them the ship is out of gas?" one asks. And so the film ends with its leads
marooned for the rest of their lives - it's fine though, comedy audiences are heartless: after
all, we like the fact that Joe E. Brown wants to remain married to Jack Lemmon in Some Like
It Hot . And with their blatant disregard for the proprieties of character identification,
cartoons have even less need for the reassuring ending than other forms of popular cinemas.
Let us remember Chuck Jones's 1957 What's Opera Doc? in which Bugs Bunny dies - briefly
raising his head from his deathbed to remark: "What did you expect from an opera ? A happy
ending ?" If endings are dictated by genres, cartoons have permission to end with characters
humiliated, disassembled, and defeated - and it's to Madagascar's credit that it recognises
this.

The stranding of the characters also taps into a thorny ideological dilemma that haunts the
film. Alex eventually learns not to eat his friends by developing a taste for sushi. And
although this sidesteps one rather obvious question - if it's not OK to eat a zebra, why is it
OK to eat a fish ? - it resolves the larger question of Alex's place in the world by reference to
a notion of American cosmopolitanism: since in this case, liking sushi functions not as an
index of Japanese culture, but rather of New York culinary chic. Although this nicely ties up
the problem of Alex's diet, it opens up a less easily resolved question of his identity. The
unnerving premise of the film is that, ultimately, America's foreign residents are allowed to
stay only at the whim of the authorities. And if Alex's taste for sushi resolves the problem of
how he is to live with his animal friends, it is also the precarious 'solution' to how he hopes to
live alongside humans: by being like them. The film prods insistently at the naivete of Alex's
solution: the animals believe they are the epitome of America - talking knowingly about
subway stations, sports and television - but in a frightening underscoring of their true
position, as Alex attempts to explain to the police why he and his friends have ended up in
Grand Central Station, we cut to hearing the humans' point of view: an inarticulate animal
roar. Although the film makes clever work of the running joke that the animals never grasp
that their comfort with New York is not matched by any reciprocal comfort of New York
with them, their jokey end, stranded on Madagsacar, is the only really tenable solution: there
is no way for the film to comfortably return them 'home', since home doesn't want them.

If, in one quite obvious sense, this raises the question of how America might really view its
immigrant population at the moment, it also poses a more tricky dilemma, familiar in much
postcolonial thought: how far any notion of a legitimate or authentic American identity -as
owned solely by authentic Americans - is left once America's export of its culture renders us
all, in a sense, American-ish. It was an odd moment when, in an audience of English children,
there were laughs at a distinctly US-centric-joke. Uncertain of what to call their enormous
visitors, the Madagascan lemurs ask where they are from - 'New York', they reply. 'Hail the
New York Giants' shout the lemurs. Some of the children got the joke, others clearly didn't -
but it does remind us of the extent to which, like Alex and his friends, we are all becoming
conversant with a culture which both wants us to be familiar enough with its norms to attend
films based on jokes about the New York Giants, and simultaneously needs to regards us as
sufficiently alien to allow it to police its own borders.



Russkoe [Things Russian]
Dir: Aleksandr Veledinsky, Russia, 2004

A review by Andrei Rogatchevski, University of
GlasgowUniversity of Glasgow

Adorned by the motto 'Russian habits lead to unhappiness', this film borrows its title from a
book by a controversial Russian dissident writer Eduard Limonov (b. 1943), who was
expelled from the Soviet Union in 1974, lived in New York and Paris in the 1970s and 1980s
and returned to post-communist Russia in the early 1990s to establish the ultra-radical
National Bolshevik party, which the authorities have been trying to suppress ever since. In
April 2003, Limonov was sentenced to four years in jail for gun running. Although he denies
the charges, and his 2001 arrest and subsequent trial have been widely seen as a KGB/FSB
set-up, Limonov's early autobiographical novels, most notablyMemoir of A Russian Punk
(Grove Weidenfeld, 1990) and Le Petit Salaud (Albin Michel, 1988; English translation not
yet available), make no secret of his violent criminal past as a teenager in the city of
Kharkov. These two novels in particular have inspired Russkoe's maker, Aleksandr
Veledinsky (b. 1959), who also co-scripted two of the most successful recent criminal series
on Russian TV, Brigada (The Gang, 2002) and Zakon (The Law, 2002), and directed the
latter.

Russkoe was conceived as a TV series too, for the oppositional TVS channel, with episodes
in the US and France designed to play an important role. However, following the channel's
closure in 2003, the project was shelved - and soon revived again as a full-length feature film
focusing on Limonov the adolescent. The format and the size of the anticipated audience
were dramatically reduced (the film's theatrical release in Russia has been limited to 24
copies, which is negligible in comparison with the 325 copies of the vampire flick Nochnoi
dozor [Night Watch], produced in the same year for Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan and
now acquired by Fox Searchlight Pictures for distribution in the West), but it did not make
the job of the crew any safer. After all, Limonov had endorsed the script from his prison cell!
Either for fear of persecution or due to their strong dislike of Limonov's art and politics,
several actors declined to take part in Russkoe. While shooting on location in Kharkov, the
crew referred to the film cryptically as Rodnoe [Close and Personal], to avoid possible
aggravation with the authorities. It is hardly a coincidence that Russkoe's producers, Maksim
Lagashkin and Aleksandr Robak, were cast in the film as psychiatric patients. It would not be
an exaggeration to claim that the risk they took was teetering on the edge of insanity. Their
gamble seems to have paid off, however, as Russkoe has been awarded a Film Critics Guild
prize at the XII "Window onto Europe" film festival in Vyborg and a special prize at the XI
"Literature and Cinema" film festival in Gatchina.

Veledinsky is not a stranger to the festival circuit. One of his shorts, Enfant terrible, received
a prize at the 1995 St Anna festival of student and debut films (Moscow). Another, Ty da ia
da my s toboi [Just the Two of Us] was shown to critical acclaim in the 2001 Un certain
regard programme at Cannes. Undoubtedly, Limonov feels honoured too, as he is the first
living author in Russia whose life has become a subject for a feature film. This confirms



Limonov's cult status and firmly places him in the same category as Lomonosov, a founder of
the Moscow University (seeMikhailo Lomonosov, 1986, dir. by Aleksandr Proshkin),
Dostoevsky (Twenty Six Days in the Life of Dostoevsky, 1981, dir. by Aleksandr Zarkhi),
Tolstoy (Lev Tolstoy, 1984, dir. by Sergei Gerasimov) and the first Russian winner of the
Nobel Prize in literature, Ivan Bunin (His Wife's Diary, 2000, dir. by Aleksei Uchitel).
However, the reports about Russkoe on the Russian TV channels ORT, Rossiya and Kultura
seem to have contained no mention of Limonov so far.

Russkoe's events take place in Kharkov in November 1959 - January 1960. The chief
protagonist, Limonov's alter ego nicknamed Ed (Andrei Chadov), is sixteen and is hopelessly
in love with an under-age prick-teaser Svetka (Olga Arntgolts), who is in the habit of selling
herself to the highest bidder. To take her out on the anniversary of the Russian revolution -
and thus win her over - Ed badly needs two hundred and fifty roubles (not an insignificant
sum at the time). He tries to borrow money from his friends and parents, but for various
reasons they cannot oblige. At night Ed breaks into a food store in an attempt to steal the
day's earnings but finds only small change in a till. Meanwhile, Svetka is suggested to have
sex with Ed's partner in crime, Sanya (Oleg Lopukhov). (Sanya does pick-pocketing in the
crowd while Ed diverts people's attention by reciting his own poetry.) Frustrated, Ed tries to
commit suicide by cutting his veins open. This lands him in a psychiatric clinic, where
patients are routinely abused by sadistic staff. Ed escapes, only to be betrayed by his mother
(Evdokiya Germanova), who discloses his hideout to the police. He is returned to the clinic to
experience a full wrath of its medical personnel. Through his mother, who is allowed to visit
Ed in the clinic and now feels sorry for him, he sends a request to his criminal associates to
come and rescue him before it's too late. In a scene, obliquely reminiscent of the campaign to
set Limonov free, mounted by his sympathisers after his arrest, Kharkov's underworld
converges on the clinic and ensures Ed's release. The real Limonov, too, was released on
parole in June 2003. To emphasize the parallel between the past and the present, at some
point, as if in a dream, Andrei Chadov appears in a heavy make-up, wearing a Trotskyite
beard and a pair of glasses, which makes him look like Limonov does today.

Although very few scenes in the script have been lifted verbatim from Limonov's books,
Veledinsky remains remarkably faithful to the spirit of Limonov's writings, with their
trademark 'dirty realism'. If anything, Veledinsky tends to glamorise his main character more
than Limonov himself would have done, as a powerful gang rape scene, in which Ed takes an
active part, was not transferred from Memoir of a Russian Punk onto the big screen. And yet
it would be incorrect to dismiss Russkoe as a film made by Limonov's fans for Limonov's
fans. It seems that Russkoe's potential appeal is much wider. Although a great deal of effort
has gone into restoring the authentic 1950s Kharkov look (which should please Limonov who
declares his preference for cinematic documentarism, as opposed to theatricality), the film's
events could have easily happened in any modern industrial city pretty much anywhere in the
world. In fact, Russkoe is a misnomer of sorts, as Kharkov is a Ukrainian city (and even was
the capital of Soviet Ukraine in 1919-34). What is there in the story, then, that makes it so
quintessentially Russian?

Insofar as Limonov/Ed's individual case lends itself to generalisations, it might well be Ed's
desire to be all things to all people without actually doing much. It is not even clear if Ed is
still at school, or has dropped out and just hangs about, or maybe works somewhere, and if
yes, what he does for a living. He is obviously thrilled to belong to a circle of delinquents, but
his criminal actions do not inspire much confidence, as his burglary looks fairly
unprofessional (he does it alone and without preparation) and is ultimately unsuccessful. Ed's



poem describing the majestic beauty of a certain Natasha is too juvenile to impress a genuine
connoisseur, and the listeners presumably like it simply because it concentrates on Natasha's
typical 'Russianness', and therefore appeals to their sense of national pride. Ed's feeble efforts
to please Svetka eventually result in a one-night stand, which is evidently not going to lead
anywhere. Even Ed's attempt on his own life is half-hearted, as he did not cut his vein deep
enough. The Professor in the psychiatric clinic (Valery Barinov) treats this as a proof that Ed
wanted not to die but rather to get more attention. It is hardly surprising, then, that a key
scene in the film shows Ed climbing a belfry tower to deliver an impassioned plea to God to
help him become an extraordinary person and to allot him an uncommon fate. All this
corresponds with a stereotypical image of Russians as an immature nation of perennial
teenagers who indulge in fantasies about how exceptional they are, or could have been, and
instead of acting prefer to lie in wait for a miracle. Veledinsky's sympathetic but critical
portrayal of the formative years of one of Russia's most gifted prodigal sons greatly assist the
viewer in confirming this negative stereotype.


